Geographic Profile – Florida
Current as of 10/16/20

Total MBA/EMBA alumni: 2,072 (339 are EMBAs)
Total certificate alumni: 222
Total FY21 Reunion Year alumni: 444
External Relations and Development liaisons:
Alexandra Kennedy: ak3924@gsb.columbia.edu
Brenna Sargent: bk2654@gsb.columbia.edu

Alumni club presidents:
Valdar Coryat ’97: vcoryat97@gsb.columbia.edu (Central Florida)
Katie Field ’11: kfield11@gsb.columbia.edu (Miami)
Billy Pressley ’12: wpressley12@gsb.columbia.edu (Miami)
Susan Song ’03: ssong03@gsb.columbia.edu (Northern Florida)

Board of Overseers members in region: 5
Charles E. Exley, Jr. ’54
Sidney Taurel ’71
Lawrence Flinn, Jr. ’60
Joseph V. Vittoria, PhD ’59
Keith Sherin ’91
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Employment Breakdown by Industry